
 

Upgrading from Excel to Contract Insight Contract 

Management Software 

Managing Contracts Just Got Easier! Relationships are key in the professional world. 

When you’ve found a good accountant, lawyer, or electrician, you are likely to stick 

with them for a long period of time. They are each specialists in their field. The same 

rings true for operating systems and software applications. Raise your hand if you have 

been using Microsoft Office for the past twenty years? Thirty years? 

Among the most popular Microsoft Office Applications in the business world is Microsoft 

Excel. It’s no wonder why, as the popular spreadsheet application can be leveraged 

for everything from math homework to word processing. Simple equations to managing 

our contracts. We become accustomed to the jack-of-all trades application. We have 

the accountant writing our wills and replacing our toilets. It’s a scary proposition. 

I’d like to take a look at one of the examples above. Contract Management is a 

profession as old as ink and quill.Contract Management professionals such as you are 

depended on from small businesses to the world’s largest organizations. Why risk using 

Excel to managing your contracts—risking the potential of missed expiration dates and 

renewals? What seems like a free and convenient contract management solution (due 

to its inclusion in Office), can quickly become an expensive and inconvenient 

headache. 

CobbleStone has been offering Contract Management Software since 1995—two years 

after the first Excel application—and we have been helping its users ever since. We 

understand the frustrations of using excel to manage contracts and we have 

developed the solution. We at CobbleStone offer the ability to upload your excel 

spreadsheets, automatically including them into a centralized repository with 

advanced e-mail notification alerts, web calendaring, tasks with escalation rules, and 

more. No more paging through complicated Excel spreadsheets to find an expiration or 

renewal date. 

It all comes down to time. Imagine the ability to easily search your contracts as well as 

within the documents with our included full-text indexing in a matter of seconds. We 

encounter people in your position on a daily basis and would love the opportunity to 

speak to you about how we can make your life easier. To try Contract Insight Contract 

Management software free for 30 days visit http://www.contract-insight-

software.com/ now. 
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CobbleStone has helped thousands of contract professions better manage their 

contracts, risk and compliance since 1995. Learn more about Contract Insight 

Contract Management Software by visiting us at 

www.CobbleStoneSystems.com and sign up for a free demo. 
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